Home | Hotel | Office
Flexible power and data connections for versatile applications.
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Our goal here at BACHMANN
is to be a trendsetter and to
bring innovations to life. We want
to improve Life Quality with our
solutions – people should feel at
ease with our technology.
Peter Bachmann | CEO
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The BACHMANN Group
BACHMANN, founded in 1947, is an owner-managed
company with a global presence in the electrical
engineering sector.
Based in Stuttgart, the BACHMANN Group develops,
manufactures and markets innovative electrical
components and systems such as intelligent power
distribution units, desk connection panels and
assemblies.
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Your advantages
with BACHMANN
products

DESIGN & LOOK

Our finger on the
pulse for you

TECHNOLOGY & FUNCTIONALITY

Versatility for various
application scenarios

INDIVIDUALITY & FLEXIBILITY

Tailored to your requirements
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Your advantages with BACHMANN products | DESIGN & LOOK

DESIGN
& LOOK
Our finger on the
pulse for you
When planning and designing our products, we make it a priority to not only
keep up with the latest trends, but also to bear classic interior design
concepts in mind. We want BACHMANN products to provide visual accents
that nevertheless fit perfectly into their surroundings, be they in an office
or a home, a living room or a hotel.
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Your advantages with BACHMANN products | DESIGN & LOOK

Design awards
Power strips and connection panels that boast a classic,
timeless design and excellent quality: this is what we are always
striving to achieve when we develop and design our products.
We attach particular importance to good workmanship, highquality materials and attractive surfaces. We are particularly
proud that this is not only appreciated by our valued customers,
but also convinces top-class juries of renowned design awards.

Materials
High-quality materials not only create a visual feature, they
turn every touch into a wonderful experience. Aluminium,
metal, sheet steel or practical plastic: choose the BACHMANN
product that best suits your needs from our huge range.

Surfaces
Do you want something discreet and elegant or would you
prefer modern and funky? Our wide selection of surfaces
gives our products a unique style. Powder-coated, brushed
or painted: in combination with a broad range of colours,
BACHMANN products are an eyecatcher in any modern
interior design.

www.bachmann.com
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Your advantages with BACHMANN products | TECHNOLOGY & FUNCTIONALITY

TECHNOLOGY
& FUNCTIONALITY
Versatility for various
application scenarios
BACHMANN products are all about excellent functionality. We make it
a key priority to design power strips and connection panels that are
as intuitive and convenient as possible to use every single day – whether
at home, in a hotel or at the office. What we stand for: high-quality
products “Made in Germany”.
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Your advantages with BACHMANN products | TECHNOLOGY & FUNCTIONALITY

Connectivity
Connections made easy: individual data, video and audio
connection requirements can be met quickly and simply
thanks to a number of different function modules. We are
continuously expanding our modular range of function
modules for smart home, sensor-based and desk sharing
applications.

Integration
Whether in furniture, cabinets or desks: BACHMANN
connection panels fit perfectly into any modern living and
working environment with their high-quality materials
and timeless design. Thanks to their simple handling and
suitable accessories such as hole saws or device supply
cables, installation is technically easy and fast.

International features
Globalisation is bringing us closer together all the time and
creating new demands for electrical products to meet.
We offer a variety of international sockets to ensure your
international success – both personally and professionally.
Many BACHMANN products can be ordered in whatever
country version you choose.

www.bachmann.com
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Your advantages with BACHMANN products | INDIVIDUALITY & FLEXIBILITY

INDIVIDUALITY
& FLEXIBILITY
Tailored to your requirements
Different conditions require different solutions – that’s exactly how we
want our products to help you. With a huge number of individual
configuration options, BACHMANN products can be perfectly tailored
to your exact needs – even in very small quantities.
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Your advantages with BACHMANN products | INDIVIDUALITY & FLEXIBILITY

C

BACHMANN
modular system
BACHMANN products are renowned for their amazing flexibility:
smart function modules such as keystones and Custom
Modules offer you a whole host of modern connection options
(e.g. USB, HDMI) for configuring your power strip however
you wish. We are constantly expanding these function modules
and they can also be retrofitted or modified after installation –
so with BACHMANN products, you are always right up to date
when it comes to connectivity.

Customisation even for
very small quantities
So individuality is important to you? That’s no problem with
BACHMANN products! Choose from a wide range of sockets,
technology modules, colours, materials and surfaces to create
your very own favourite product. Our plants will be delighted to
manufacture BACHMANN products exactly as you wish – even
in very small quantities!

A variety of colours
A splash of colour breathes life into any room – create special
features with colourful BACHMANN products! Elegant shades
like black, white, grey and anthracite, or a sophisticated
stainless steel look are ideal for creating a chic atmosphere
in an office or conference room. TWIST brings a real pop of
colour: this classic from the BACHMANN portfolio is available
in almost 200 RAL shades through a one-piece workflow!
For even more colour that’s exactly to your taste.

www.bachmann.com
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Our applications

XXX | XXX

XXX
HOME

Power supply for
your home

XXX
XXX

HOTEL

Stylish comfort

XX
X
XX
X

OFFICE

Design and functionality
for today and tomorrow

XX
X

HOME

Your home, your decision: Choose the solutions from our product
range that match your idea of how modern energy supply should
look and function in your home – stylish and functional.
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Applications | HOME

HOME
Power supply for
your home
Home – the place where you can relax with your family. The place where,
after a long day at work, you can put your feet up and recharge your
batteries. When you come home, all of your everyday worries are left behind.
This makes it even more important that this special place is exactly how you
need it to be, whether in the kitchen, the living room or the bathroom.
BACHMANN products help you make your dream of a perfect home reality.
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HOTEL
Relax or work: BACHMANN products are the perfect solution for
power supply in modern, stylish hotels.

www.bachmann.com
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Applications | HOTEL

HOTEL
Stylish comfort
A hotel: A place where you can dream, relax and let yourself be pampered.
But this is also where new ideas are born, successful business deals
are made and new cooperations forged. For hoteliers, the big question is
always: “What can we do to make our guests feel even more comfortable?”
There are certainly thousands of answers to this question.
One of these: Create an appealing, state-of-the-art environment that
serves the desired purpose.
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OFFICE
From a single conference room to an open-plan office, secure and
convenient power and data supply is essential for any working environment.
BACHMANN offers a wide range of solutions for all kinds of needs.

www.bachmann.com
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Applications | OFFICE

OFFICE
Design and functionality for
today and tomorrow
The world of work is changing. Trends such as desk sharing and clean
desk concepts are leading the way into a future in which everyday working
life is characterised by modern and innovative forms of cooperation.
Infrastructure needs to keep up with this, particularly power and data supply
in buildings, offices and conference spaces. The challenge here is to
respond as efficiently as possible to regular restructuring, ground-breaking
technologies and new forms of teamwork such as design thinking.
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Product portfolio | CASIA

Elegant use
of space

CASIA
The universal power strip is an efficient solution providing an easy-toaccess power connection in living and work environments.

Quick and flexible
in use

CASIA can be mounted in a corner or on the wall. The cover surface with
stainless steel look has a timeless design and is therefore ideally suited
to a modern interior. The power strip is available in several versions – for
example with a rocker switch or USB double charger.

For wall or corner
mounting
Suitable for subsequent
assembly
Timeless design

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | CONEO

Integrated
functionality

CONEO
CONEO – the quick and easy solution for integrating power and data
connections into furniture in an elegant way.

Quick and easy
to install

Benefit from the custom modularity you can expect from BACHMANN and
combine power supply with our choice of Custom Modules – for flexibility
and adaptability, today and in the future.

Set of items (frame
and power strip)
Flexibility through the
use of Custom Modules
Closed once cables
have been plugged in

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | CONFERENCE

Setting a
design standard

CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE is a truly refined and discreet solution for individual access
to power and data connections.
When not in use, CONFERENCE is integrated into the top of the furniture.
When you need power or data, simply press with your finger to release the
magnetic catch. The opening flap then swings up. Once you have connected
your notebook, projector, microphone etc., you can close the opening flap
again. The opposite narrow closing flap adapts to the inserted cables – nothing
is squashed and the table stays looking as elegant as before. For use in
living and work environments, on conference and training desks or high-grade
workstations, for example.

Integrated into the
surface of furniture
Simply press with
your finger to open
Closed with cables
plugged in
Suitable for veneer
finishing

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | CONI

Integrated
functionality

CONI
CONI brings flexibility to the work surface as it enables free, individual
access to power.

Integrated into the
furniture

CONI‘s minimal mounting depth provides sufficient space, even if installed
near the edge. A wide range of standard surfaces also ensures design
freedom.

Minimal mounting depth,
robust design

When closed, the surface of the furniture and CONI produce an even surface.
If power or data connections are needed, CONI can be opened, the
desired plugs plugged in and CONI is then closed again. The integrated
brush insert prevents the cables from jamming.
With CONI, you are free to decide how the sockets are configured because
the power strip can be quickly replaced without any tools. Integrated
functionality and flexibility not just for today, but also for the developments
of tomorrow.

Closed with cables
plugged in
Power strip can be
changed quickly

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | CONNECT LINE

Design for office
and home

CONNECT LINE
The power strip offers a range of different assembly options through mounting
brackets. It is rewireable and stands out thanks to its compact design.
With its compact size, the CONNECT LINE power strip is perfectly suited
for many different uses in both private households and businesses. The
large product range of socket versions offers the perfect solution for every use.
The products are also available with optional USB chargers, overvoltage
protection and switches. The supplied mounting brackets allow you to install
the CONNECT LINE flexibly in 30° stages.
With this combination of compactness, stylish design and versatile product
versions, the CONNECT LINE is a functional tool for power supply at home
home, the office and beyond.

Versatile
components
USB double charger
or surge protection
Flexible mounting
option
Plug & Play

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | Custom Module

As versatile as your
applications

Custom Module
With the easily interchangeable modules, you can create units to meet the
individual data, video and audio connection requirements of your customers
quickly and simply, no matter if an office environment, but also in rack and
electrical installations.
BACHMANN also offers this flexibility for 19" panel installations. The standard
Custom Modules facilitate optimal configuration for every media and network
connection requirement. Here, socket/socket or screw-terminal connections
also provide great simplicity of installation.

Individual equipment
options
Future-proof:
Interchangeable modules
Simple and flexible
installation

When it comes to electrical installations, BACHMANN Custom Modules are
another outstanding addition. The small number of components makes
the Custom Modules compatible with the current switch ranges of reputable
manufacturers. Simple mounting and removal mean that all installations
can be quickly adapted to changed requirements or brought up to the current
state of the art.

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | DESK 1

Versatility with style

DESK 1
DESK is the ideal solution for data, media and power management
wherever these connections need to be flexible.
Typical situations might include meeting rooms, home offices or desksharing environments. The modular construction of DESK enables
it to be factory-configured with exactly the communications and power
connections required for specific applications. For the power supply,
there is therefore a free choice of either the flexible Wieland connector
system or permanent connections.

Flexibility
of use
Fixed or
free-standing
Individually
equipped

The data connections are fitted with adapters as standard, but can
likewise also be fixed connections.

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | DESK 2

Design meets
technology

DESK 2
DESK 2 is a power strip that can be equipped with various communication
modules. It has been designed for flexible use in the office, meeting rooms,
home offices or desk-sharing environments. But DESK 2 is great in living
spaces, too.
The power strip is made from aluminium and is available in various colours.
The connections are screwed onto the standardised module windows and
can be easily converted.

For modern living and
work environment
User-focused 35°
orientation
Covered cable routing
to the edge
Custom
Versions

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | DUE

Form and function
in a duet

DUE
DUE is the ideal power strip for the kitchen, office and other areas:
It guarantees an elegant power supply.
With its interchangeable covers, it can be colour-coordinated to its
surroundings or create accents as desired, even after installation.
The split cover allows DUE to be slid open as required, with a design
that looks equally elegant when in use. The low mounting depth of
approximately 45mm allows it to be compactly integrated into kitchen
worktops, or the wall, or installed above drawers.

Covers available in
different colours
Space-saving design
even when open
Supplied with
installation template
Low mounting
depth

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | ELEVATOR

The elevator is
powered straight away

ELEVATOR
ELEVATOR fits perfectly in any setting. With a diameter of 79mm,
ELEVATOR is ideal for integrating power and data connections in
tiny spaces. Simply press down with your finger to raise and lower
ELEVATOR.
Installation is incredibly simple. ELEVATOR is placed in a cut-out 79mm
in diameter and secured to the furniture using a lock ring.

Press down with
your finger to raise
Quick and easy
to install
Suitable for subsequent
assembly
Suitable for standard
79mm hole

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | KAPSA

Modularity and
minimalism combined

KAPSA
KAPSA’s classic, reduced forms make it a power strip that is both designorientated and space-saving.
KAPSA was designed for the kitchen, office and many other areas in living
and work environments. The lid – which can be flipped open and changed –
provides protection against external influences and is available in several
versions. Modular equipment options make flexible configuration in several
lengths possible. Installation from above guarantees simple mounting –
also optionally available for subsequent mounting. A low mounting depth of
approx. 45mm and a solid design characterise KAPSA and confirm that:
less is more.

Available in several
different lengths
Suitable for subsequent
assembly
Interchangeable
lid
Modular equipment
options

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | LOOP IN

The insert for greater
functionality

LOOP IN
You don’t find cable glands interesting? Then you don’t know about
LOOP IN yet! This smart function insert provides smart functionalities.

Can be installed in
the side of furniture

LOOP IN, with its modern and elegant design, is fast and easy to mount
and, in addition to the practical cable gland function for different types
of cables, it includes a socket outlet with earthing contact. Just insert,
lock … and you’re done!

Easy mounting and
flexible replacement

The insert is perfect for any location where you require power but want
to avoid a tangle of cables. LOOP IN can be used in conjunction with
LOOP ROUND to achieve a higher-quality metal finish.

For feeding through
up to 4 cables
Suitable for standard
80 mm bores

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | PIX

Design in a nutshell

PIX
The stylish PIX range is a collection of delicate, round sockets and
connection units that can be used in many different ways.
Whether in the office, kitchen, public lounges or at home: When used
alone or in your chosen combination, the decorative rings are available in
various colours and can be changed over. An ingenious, swivel-mounted
lid, providing protection from dust and dirt, is available as an option for PIX
and can also be retrofitted. With its round, flat shape and minimalist
appearance, the PIX meets design requirements exactly where you need it.

Interchangeable,
coloured rings
Small mounting
diameter of 56mm
Optionally with
swivel-mounted lid
Subsequent
mounting possible

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | POWER FRAME

Compact and
efficient

POWER FRAME
POWER FRAME is the compact solution for integrated and easily accessible
power and data connections for workstations.
Combining compact dimensions with high-quality timeless design, POWER
FRAME opens up virtually unlimited application options that go far beyond
the realm of office workstations. It is also perfect for sales showrooms and
display windows, as well as trade fair and demonstration stands. In short,
wherever secure and rapid connections are the order of the day.
Your chosen power strip simply plugs into the mounting frame from below
without tools – a stroke of perfection. POWER FRAME is the ideal solution
when you need compactness and efficiency.

Suitable for subsequent
assembly
Versatile
in application
Timeless
design
Compact
dimensions

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | POWER FRAME COVER

Who’d have thought
power could be so
elegant?

POWER FRAME COVER
POWER FRAME COVER is the elegant and compact power and data
supply solution.

Accessible from
arious sides

POWER FRAME COVER has an attractive aluminium cover, designed
for stylish living and work environments, which also protects power and
data connections from dust and dirt.

Protection against
dirt and dust

When the lid is fully open, both sides offer unimpeded access.

Versatile
combinations
Rapid
installation

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | Rextron HDBaseT

Image and sound
for everyone

Rextron HDBaseT
The Plug & Play solution for meeting points and meeting rooms.
Share information from up to 4 devices (laptops) at the touch of a button.
The buttons are already integrated into the relevant Custom Modules.
The signals from the changeover switch to the display or projector are
either transferred via HDBaseT or as original HDMI signals.

Simple
cabling
Transmission of image
and sound signals
Plug & Play – no
programming needed
Resolution up to
UHD (4K) possible

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | STEP

Fit for the future –
step by step

STEP
STEP embodies the principle of modularity with absolute consistency. The
system is thus ideal for the flexible delivery of power and data to workstations,
in partition systems, raised floors and other connection types.

Modularity

The modular design of STEP power strips offers virtually endless possibilities:
from simple electricity supply sets through to power strips with integrated data
connections, RCDs/MCBs, surge protection, media technology connections
and much more.

Versatile
applications

STEP is equipped with Wieland GST18i3 as standard for the power supply
and can therefore be supplied with a variety of cable lengths. Other plug
connector systems can also be supplied on request.

Installation
connection system
Functional
efficiency

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | TOP FRAME

Perfect elegance

TOP FRAME
TOP FRAME is the new power and data supply solution for living and work
environments, such as conference facilities.

Installed flush
with the surface

The balanced geometry of TOP FRAME fits elegantly into the surface of the
furniture, so tables can even be fitted with high-quality veneers. The cover
can be completely recessed, allowing power and data to be accessed from
various sides conveniently.

Integrated into the
furniture surface

TOP FRAME is also elegantly simple to open: press down with your finger
to simply and silently open TOP FRAME and close it again.

Silent
opening
Access from
any side

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | TWIST

Power outside
the box

TWIST
TWIST is a power strip for living and work environments such as the office,
lounge or kitchen. With its compact design and low mounting depth, it is
easily integrated into desks or kitchen worktops. Because the power cable
is routed close to the housing, the mounting depth is only around 40mm,
so the unit can be easily installed above a drawer. With various surfaces
and colours, TWIST blends easily into both modern and organic interiors.

Just 40mm
mounting depth

An ingenious fastening mechanism: after use, simply rotate the cover and
the sockets disappear underneath it.

Suitable for subsequent
assembly

Quick and easy
to install

Space-saving
cable guide

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | UNIVERSAL

The UNIVERSAL
solution

UNIVERSAL
The UNIVERSAL power strip gives you everything its name would suggest:
a sturdy, reliable source for power, data and media connections. Its discreet
design is ideal for desks and conference tables, where the top priority is to
have access to a wide range of different functions that are easy to use.

Complete unit for
power, data and
media connections

UNIVERSAL provides outstanding flexibility through the use of BACHMANN
Custom Modules, which offer a variety of connections and can be subsequently replaced at any time. Metal retaining brackets mean UNIVERSAL
can be installed in various positions and at various angles.

Outstanding
flexibility
Fixing via metal
retaining brackets
Ideally suited to
use in table ducts

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | VENID

Visual harmony

VENID
As part of a modern work and conference environment, the desk connection
panel VENID offers both exceptional design and high functionality.

Harmonious
surface

The original tabletop material can be integrated quickly and easily into the
mounting frame, so the tabletop and connection panel form a harmonious
unit.

Can be operated
from either side

Perfectly integrated into the surface, VENID not only looks elegant but also
offers a practical benefit: used cables can be stowed away conveniently
in the tray. The cover, which can be folded open in either direction, is easy
to operate and leaves space for the cables to be routed at the sides. Two
power strips can be integrated into the VENID tray and equipped individually.

Practical benefit of
cable storage
Flexible equipment
options

www.bachmann.com
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Product portfolio | WIRELESS CHARGER Fs80

Comfortable,
wireless charging

WIRELESS CHARGER
Fs80
No plugs, no irritating cables: the WIRELESS CHARGER Fs 80 enables
all QI-enabled mobile devices to be charged wirelessly.
The WIRELESS CHARGER Fs80 is a design-orientated product for
inductive power transmission that suits any furniture. The charger contains
an induction coil and features a fast-charge function. It is compatible with
common Qi-enabled devices and can charge them with 5 V as standard.
Fast charging (9 V) is also possible – in conjunction with the “Quick Charger”
power supply unit (934.900).
The product’s high-quality aluminium surface in black (similar to RAL9005)
fits into any surroundings. The charger can be installed completely toolfree in any surface with an 80mm hole and a maximum desktop thickness
of 50mm.

Fast charging (9 V)
possible
High-quality
aluminium housing
Over-charging
protection
Simple, tool-free
installation

www.bachmann.com
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The BACHMANN Group
Innovative, individual,
international
BACHMANN, founded in 1947, is an owner-managed company with
a global presence in the electrical engineering sector. Based in Stuttgart,
the BACHMANN Group develops, produces and markets innovative
electrical components and systems such as intelligent power distribution
units, desk connection panels and assemblies.
Alongside the production expertise at our production and development
centres in Germany, Romania and China, BACHMANN has around
30 sales and partner companies worldwide.
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